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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAY21 1379 0 1397 1374 1379 MAY21 134,90 0,60 138,50 134,85 134,30

JUL21 1412 4 1427 1403 1408 JUL21 137,35 1,20 140,20 135,65 136,15

SEP21 1432 8 1444 1419 1424 SEP21 139,15 1,10 142,10 137,65 138,05

NOV21 1447 6 1459 1436 1441 DEC21 141,55 1,10 144,45 140,05 140,45

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1355 & 1340
Resistances: 1385, 1400 & 1445

New York ICE:

Supports: 133,00-131,00, 127,75 & 122,50
Resistances: 135,50, 137,75-138,25
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last high low

1,20564 1,20757 1,2013

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

The ECB made no changes to interest rates following the latest policy meeting, in line with expectation, and in line with consensus forecasts.

There were reports that Germany could be in a position to offer vaccines to all adults in May which would be a major boost for recovery prospects.
The dollar secured an element of defensive support and the Euro dipped to test the 1.2000 area.

The Coffee Exporters Association Cecafé, have come forth to review their earlier reported February 2021 green coffee exports to be 34.12% higher than the

same month last year, to total 3.62 million bags, this number made up of 3.30 million bags of Arabica Coffee up 33.31% from the same month last year and
313,689 bags of Robusta Coffee up 43.30%.

Concerning Robusta/Conilon, the harvesting started in Rondônia and in some areas in Espírito Santo in the first fortnight of April. In Rondônia, players say that
the dry weather in the second semester of 2020 delayed the development of crops, and, now, the ripening stage is slightly delayed, slowing down activities. In

Espírito Santo, on the other hand, the ripening stage is not delayed; however, coffee beans are still unripe in most regions. A significant volume of robusta coffee
from both states is expected to hit the market in May.

The medium term weather forecast in Brazil is in focus, with forecasts out to the end of the first week of May pointing to very limited volumes of rainfall in

southern and southeastern Brazil. While raising concerns over the condition of the upcoming 21/22 crop, the dry weather is also increasing the detrimental risk
to the 22/23 crop as well. A cold front that was feared to hit the coffee belt around the 28th April is now forecast to have dissipated under current models, which
removes any immediate frost risk.

Coffee growers in Vietnam likely sold 68% of the 2020-21 crop as of April 15th 2021, compared with 65% a year earlier, according to a Bloomberg survey of 10

analysts and traders. Sales may rise to 75% by the end of June if prices remain at current levels.

While Vietnamese exports have typically lagged behind last year’s export rate so far this year, March shipments did post a M/M increase which has coincided with
stronger M/M shipments from Brazil as well as strong volumes from Uganda and Southern Sumatra (Indonesia). Between the four countries approximately 3.8
million bags of Robusta were exported, up from 2.9 in February, a monthly increase of 29.8%. The higher volumes shipped from these three nations last month

are likely to contribute to shorter term supply abundance which provides increased bearish influence on higher supplies.

The continued upward momentum in the Vietnamese domestic market is indicative of suppliers’ reluctance to sell at undesirable prices and profit off the recent
upward momentum in the wider complex.

As per preliminary data from Customs, Vietnam has modestly exported 55,847 tons of coffee for first half April compared with 82,400tons one year ago. April last
year, the country officially exported 167.064 tons.

As per the IMF, Vietnam economy growth is forecast at 6.5% this year and could rise to 7.2% in 2022. The local government targets 6.5–7.0% growth for 2021-

25.

Weather conditions remain healthy for coffee trees which are in their first stage of fruit development. The Central Highlands of Vietnam are set for moderate

rains through this week ranging between 8-16 mm per day. Temperatures averaging around 26ºC.

Nicaragua - As of March 31st, 2021, the country has exported since the beginning of the year a total of 841,000 bags. Past crop 19/20 at same date, Nicaragua

had exported a total of 1,032,976 bags so 192,000 bags more than this current crop. March 2021 exports account for 323,982 bags, so highest month on
exports for 20-21 crop.

The Ugandan Coffee Development Authority UCDA have reported that their country’s coffee exports for the month of March were 91,878 bags or 19.10%

higher than the same month last year, at a total of 572,839 bags. Uganda Robusta exports registered a 26.93% increase in exports when compared to the same
month last year, to total 494,223 bags, whereas Arabica exports registered a decrease by 14.16% to a total 78,616 bags exported in March this year. The UCDA

likewise report that the cumulative exports for the first six months of the October 2020 to September 2021 coffee year are 289,067 bags or 11.24% higher than
the same period in the previous year, at a total of 2,861,703 bags.

India - Key coffee growing regions of India (Karnataka and Kerala) have started receiving pre-monsoon rains easing concerns amongst growers.

Popular coffee and sandwich shop chain Pret a Manger in the UK is shifting towards the suburbs, ditching their ‘follow the skyscrapers’ plan of expansion.

Growth is seen to come from deliveries, a loyalty program and sales in supermarkets amidst a plan to move stores to where customers are living outside of
London with WFH stripping demand from the city center locations. CEO Pano Christou said “the city will be very different to before Covid. We won’t be going

back to the days of working in the office four of five days a week. Flexible working is here to stay.” The chain permanently shut 30 stores last summer at the
height of the pandemic and is now looking for ways to firm up its business as infections decline and Prime Minister Boris Johnson loosens lockdown rules.

Nestle reported its strongest quarter in a decade amid stronger demand for coffee, dairy and petcare products. Nestles powdered and liquid beverage sales
(including coffee) rose by 9.9%. Revenue at coffee brand Nespresso was up 17%. The 7.7% adjusted Company sales increase in the first quarter is the fastest

in a decade. Nestlé is benefiting from the best of both worlds: people stuck at home buying coffee and convenience meals, and other markets reopening
restaurants that need to replenish kitchen supplies. Nestle’s first-quarter report is one of several signals that a consumer rebound is in full swing. It also shows

how the food industry is embracing e-commerce, as online sales surged 40% and now make up a sixth of Nestle’s sales. A surge in China made Asia its best-
performing region.
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